Sunoco Corporate Card
®

For small businesses with big needs.
Sunoco® knows that everyone isn’t driving on the superhighways – there are
smaller, but just as important, roads out there. That’s why we offer the Sunoco®
Corporate Card – it is designed for small, localized businesses who operate with
a few vehicles, allowing them to better manage their cash flow.

Monthly Summary Reports

Carry Cards or In-Station Cards

Comprehensive monthly statements consolidate your
business fueling purchases by date, time, and location.

Carry cards give your drivers the flexibility to use
their cards at any Sunoco® location, and you can
request an unlimited number of cards. Or, you may
request in-station cards that will be maintained at the
location you designate for your drivers, and their fuel
purchases will be restricted to those locations.

Product Restrictions
For even more cost-effective fuel management, you
may choose to limit an individual card’s purchasing
privileges to fuel only.

Account Online
No Program Fees
Sunoco® Corporate Card accounts have no monthly
fees and feature unlimited cards at no additional cost.

Get easy access to account information
whenever you need it via your computer at
www.sunocobusiness.accountonline.com

Pay-at-the-Pump Convenience
Use cards at more than 4,700 Sunoco® locations
nationwide.

3 easy ways to apply:
• MAIL
Complete and mail the credit application

Revolving Terms
Gives you greater financial flexibility and helps you
manage your cash flow by allowing you to revolve
your purchases.

•

ONLINE
Visit www.sunocofleetcards.com

•

PHONE
Call 1-800-935-3387

Eliminate time-consuming paperwork and get easy-to-understand comprehensive monthly reporting,
while providing your drivers with access to quality Sunoco® fuel. If you are looking for a way to better
manage your business fuel expenses, look to Sunoco’s Corporate Card program to put you on the road
to a more efficient management process.

Sunoco® Corporate Card is issued by Citibank (South Dakota), N.A.

